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Abstract

The kinetic theory of plasma startup in a tokamak in the presence of
electron cyclotron resonance heating is discussed. The investigation is

motivated by the interest for low voltage startup in the next generation

large tokamaks which might require an efficient non-inductive method of
plasma ionisation to assist the ohmic startup. We first discuss the linear

theory of the X-mode and the upper-hybrid converted mode damping in low
density and temperature plasmas. Next, we consider the kinetic equation for
the electron velocity distribution f(v). In general f(v) is determined by

the perpendicular electron cyclotron quasilinear diffusion operator, the
parallel electric field, elastic and inelastic electron-neutral collisions
and various losses. We identify two different time scales, namely, the

elastic electron-neutral collision time v ~ and the much longer ionization
time P. , with v »v.. This legitimates a two time scale ordering procedure
for which the velocity distribution is determined by the quasilinear dif-

fusion and v and the ionization rate is computed using the Fokker-Planck
solution for f(v). Approximated results for the ionization rate are
presented. The theory is also applicable to electron cyclotron plasma

ionization in plasma sources used for material processing as, for instance,

etching and isotope separation.

PACS numbers: 52.50 Gj, 52.25 Kn
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I. introduction

Plasma startup and breakdown is a subject of considerable interest in a

tokamak at low electric field and several rf methods as, for instance,
electron cyclotron, lower-hybrid, and ion cyclotron fast waves, are envisaged
to assist the tokamak operation during the plasma formation. Radiofrequency

methods are also envisaged for assisted current ramp-up. It seems desirable
that a single rf system be implemented for the two phases of operation and,
therefore, the search of the optimized system is of relevant interest for

the next generation tokamaks. Electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH)
is found to be an efficient method for preionization and breakdown in fusion
devices at low electric field and plasma sources for material processing

and is presently considered as an attractive candidate for plasma startup
in next generation tokamaks. Recent extensive experimental investigations
in the DlIl-D tokamak have confirmed that assisted ECRH startup is a reliable

method at electric fields ESO.3 V/m over a wide range of filling pressures
and magnetic configurations. ECRH startup and breakdown in tokamaks has an
established experimental data-base (Ref .1 and the references therein) but

has no detailed and confirmed theoretical model, as it exists for plasma'
2 3ionization in the absence of quasilinear rf velocity diffusion ' . The aim

of the present paper is to formulate a basic theoretical framework of rf

plasma ionization in tokamaks with a special emphasis for electron cyclotron
waves.

In general, the basic mechanism of electron cyclotron enhanced plasma

ionization is related to wave absorption of the X-mode and/or the upper-
hybrid converted plasma mode. The ionization rate is determined by the

electron momentum distribution resulting from the competition of parallel

and perpendicular heating and electron-neutral collisions. The determination
of the generally anisotropic momentum distribution is then a major problem

for predicting the minimum global power for efficient plasma formation in

a tokamak reactor.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec.II, we discuss the dispersion

relation of the X-mode and the Bernstein converted mode for arbitrary
electron densities. So far, the X-mode has mainly been investigated for
plasma parameters of interest for additional heating and current drive in

tokamak.1;. The wave damping is found to scale as 1/n . Low electron densities
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(n SlOx cm~ ) have received little attention. This is the density range

of interest for plasma formation and we find that it is also the range of

very strong damping. In Sec.ill, we consider the quasilinear Fokker-Planck

equation governing the evolution of the electron distribution. In general,

several processes will determine the electron momentum distribution, namely,

rf diffusion, dc field acceleration, elastic and inelastic electron-neutral

collisions, and various losses. Fortunately, these processes have different

time scales and it is therefore legitimate to use a multiple timescale

ordering procedure to simplify the treatment of the transport equation. The

accurate computation of the ionization rate requires a full Fokker-Planck

code, but here we illustrate the procedure and the salient features of the

problem by considering a simplified solution of the momentum distribution

for small and large rf powers. These solutions are used in Sec.IV to evaluate

the ionization rate. In Sec.V we give the conclusion.

ZI. The «ave dispersion relation

The X-mode damping along the ray path in tokamaks has been mainly

investigated in the high density regime, namely, (u /2w )(ft/2) T»>|N,,| and

it is found to scale approximately as 1/n ,where n is the electron density,u
2and u the plasma and electron cyclotron frequencies, respectively, n=mc /T ,

T is the electron temperature, c is the speed of light, m is the electron

mass, and N1, is the parallel refractive index. The X-mode is characterized

by the condition |N,, |<|NjJ , where Nj_ is the perpendicular refractive index.

Near the cut-off N_L->O and the X-mode becomes the right-hand circular

polarized mode with JN1,|»|NjJ (R-X mode). For N11=O.3, f =u /2n=100 GHz,
1 1 - 3T= 10 eV, we obtain that in the high density regime n » 2x10 cm .

e 12 -3 e

Values of n slO cm occur near breakdown an'd therefore for most of thee
plasma formation phase, the 1/n dependence is not valid. Note also that

12 —3 2 2 —2for n ado cm ana f =100 GHz, u /u =10 . We now discuss the absorptione c p c
coefficient CE and the optical depth along the ray path for arbitrary values

2 2 U
of u /a .

P c

For simplicity, we consider propagation away from normal to the magnetic

field (N11 »T /me ) and we neglect relativistic effects. The X-mode dis-
4persion relation is obtained from the reduced dielectric tensor components
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+?- |dp

^/4u!)+2_ (±)Jdp

, e13=e23=o, JFdp=i, p=mv,

where F(pj.,p,,,t) is the momentum distribution. In Eq. (1) 1

=N1eJL+N,,e3, where k is the complex propagation vector, C3=BXB, N,,=cos0 and

JN11V Xc I «1. Letting

OD

f,,(p,,)=25t [ P1FUp1,
0J

we obtain

1, ,u) , ( 2 )

where

r"I (N11 ,W)=UXN11) j f,, (U11 JuU11X[U11-(I-W0Xw)XN11], u,,=p,,Xmc,
—00

and J11(U11) is normalized to unity. Using Eq. (2),. the dispersion relation

becomes

It appears from Eq. (3) that for |N,,V Xc|«l, the non-relativistic X-mode
damping is independent of the perpendicular momentum distribution. This

simplifies the following analysis considerably.

The absorption coefficient along the ray path is defined by

where e .. is the anti-Hermitian part of e . - and
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El =£12U33"N >' E2 =

are the polarization vector components. In Eq. (4), we assume |lmH|«|ReN|

ana therefore H=Re N.

The local value of ReN is obtained from the ray tracing code. Now, as it

is shown by numerical computations, when the wave reaches the w=w layer,
C

|lmN|«|ReHJ, but the anti-Hermitian part of e.. is comparable or greater
« i J

than the Hermitian part, namely, |e.j£|e..|. In this case, the familiar
J-* J-* ii i

formulation of the eikonal equation (i.e., |e..|«|e..|) is no longer
» i I* D-t

valid. For arbitrary values of e. ./e.., we follow the method of Réf. 4 by

renormalizing the dispersion relation (3). Since we consider damping away

from the upper hybrid resonance (e *0), Eq. (3) is equivalent to
4F=D/s =Nj_ +Q/e.. =0, where the function Q is defined from Eq. (3). From the

assumption that |lmH|«|ReN|, we infer that | Im(QAn) |«| Re( Q/eu) | , thus,

it is legitimate to assume that |lm FJ«JRe F| , and F=O is a suitable form

of the dispersion relation for obtaining the ray equations. The local dis-

persion realtion now becomes

F
r =Nr+Re[Q(N±r,Nnr)/e11(Nl,r)3=0. (5)

4Note that in this formulation the absorption coefficient

CE =2(w/c)|F. |/|oF /9H | and it is easy to show that it is equivalent to

Eq. (4). This formulation coincides with the familiar treatment

( | e . J «| e . .| ) when strong damping prevents the wave from reaching the W=CB
3-c j-c C

zone.

The physical intuition of the time evolution of the parallel distribution

during the plasma formation suggests that f,,(p,, ) is likely to have a bell-

shape profile with a more or less pronounced slide-away tail. A significant

qualitative analysis can thus be obtained using a Maxwellian parallel dis-

tribution. In this case

(I,w)=5 Z(S)=S [-2f exp(t
2)dt+ in1*] exp(-C2),

0 O

where S0=(Ji11^)Vu11, and S=(l-«c/«)$o.
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In order to investigate the density dependence of « , we first consideru ? 2the case of nearly perpendicular propagation,i.e., (T /me )«N,, «l, and

we obtain

XhJ, (6)

with

«!!̂•"p'̂c +pZ( 5) ' P=(o)p/2u)c ) 5o '

At w=wc

-2-2T, (7)
!•Hip

and we assume u /2« «1. From Eq. (7), we obtainP c

Jt> , for p«l,

for

11For Nn=O. i, f =100 GHz, T =10 eV, 5 sJ..6xl0
3, we obtain «>=1 for n »10

- 3 - 1
cm and a , s(10/Ni ) cm which corresponds to strong absorption.ctftioX •'•r
Furthermore, for p«l and arbitrary values of u,

k . 2.<z =(wXcNj_ ) n p exp(-C ).

Letting C=£ (x/L), L~ = |dw /a d̂ |, where Jt is the abscissa along the ray

path, for the optical depth we obtain

T= J d* «J-fMB/cHĵ )** p I dx exp(-C2 x2 XL2 )=(nX2Nj.r)(«
2X«c

2XwLXc). (8)

For n =10 cm" , f =100 GHz, L=R =major radius, t=0.3 R (m). This resulte c o o
shows that for |N1I|>0.1 and R >4 m, the x-mode is entirely absorbed near

w . Since T increases with n up to n and n increases with J N n I ,c e emax omav i » i
we conclude that in a large tokamak, wave absorption of the X-mode increases

with n up to near breakdown.
Q

In the opposite limit, p»l, we obtain
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and

), (9)

For n =10 cm , f =100 GHz, CQ=l.6xlO , N11=O.!, T =10 eV, we obtain

1̂ (1/3N1 )R (m). Equation (9) is obtained by noting that 2(5) has no zero

in the upper half of the complex plane and the integral along the real axis

is transformed into an integral over a large half circle in the upper half

of the complex plane.

We now discuss the validity of the previous results and derive the values

of N1 as a function of p. As it is already stated, Eq. (6) is valid for

!̂ !«lNlj.1- Now N-L1= (cX2«)«u, and

c
for p«l, p»l, and «*p=l, respectively. It appears that the condition

JN1. 1 «| Nj- I is fulfilled in the case of p«l and p»l, but it is marginally

realized for pal. We now compare with the exact result obtained for arbitrary

values of N1. /N1 . Equation (6) is a limit of the exact dispersion relation

For « 2X2<u

, (10)

where

et=[(H-2pZ')(l+p2')+2p2Z"2]/|l+pZ|2, e"=pZ"/|l+pZ|2.

From Eq. (10), we derive the' coupled equations

The latter equation coincides with Eq. (6) and we find that N1-XN1 «l if

e"/2N2«l. Now, the solution of Eq. (10) is given by

>s]>ï. (Il)
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Jc

We find that, for p«l, N1 si and for p»l, Nlr=2% and c"«l. For W=UG ana

Jt8P=1' e'=3/2 ana e"=l/2, hence, N1 =1.24, and the ratio e" /2N1SO. 16«! .

Note that s"5e" (u=« ). These results show that for K11=O. 1, Eq. (6) is

generally a good approximation to the exact results given by Eq. (11) for

any value of p. However, for increasing values of JNH|, N1. increases and

for p-»l, Nj_./Nlr-»l at u-»u . In this case, the accuracy of Eq. (4) deteriorates

rapidly. Fortunately, there is no need to consider wave damping for -
since the wave is strongly absorbed before reaching the region where N1.
becomes comparable with N1 . This is illustrated in Figs. l(a,b) where the
transmission coefficient along the ray

TU)=exp(~r)=exp[-

is plotted versus ^. We can write

r x
T=L dX' C t i X ' ) ,

where x=4/L=(l-u /«) • The parameters used in Fig.l are: L=6 m, f=f =100

GHz, T =5 eV, N11=O.! (a) ana N11 =0.4 (b) and several values of n . The case

(a) is in agreement with the previous analytical results of Eqs.(8) and (9).

We find that for pSi, most of the wave energy is absorbed for uSu . For p»l,

the wave damping near u decreases and part of the wave energy is transmitted

and propagates towards the upper-hybrid layer. However, the values of the

electron density for which this occurs are in general beyond the breakdown

density. Shown in Fig. 2 is the total optical depth T(X-X») versus p for Nn=O-I
_u

and Nn=O. 4. It appears that the maximum of t(») occurs near psjt as suggested

by Eq. (7). Note that T/L is independent of L. The results of Fig. 2 are

applicable to any toJcamak of radius R' for which we have T' (1 )̂=(R1 /R)T(<=).

In the case of generation of the R-X mode propagating nearly parallel to

the magnetic field, wave damping is always proportional to n . For parallel

propagation, the R-X dispersion relation is obtained from Eq. (3) by letting
2 2 2N1=O, thus, (e -N11 ) ̂ e10=O and the right hand polarized mode, i.e.,

3.x x&

E =-iE_, is described by the well-known dispersion relation



This mode is unlikely to be excited in a tokamak but it is generally used

in plasma sources.

For very small electron densities collisionless damping at u=u is

negligible and wave absorption occurs after mode conversion into Bernstein

modes at the upper-hybrid frequency . Plasma modes are characterized by large
2 2 2values of kj_=k »k,, given approximately by the dispersion relation

X

k2= - (W
2/c2) (C11A1), (12)

where

E11=I-WpVc (w+î )
2-*2,], eT =TeXmc

2,

v is the electron-neutral collision frequency averaged over the electron

velocity distribution, and T is the average thermal energy. The backward

Bernstein wave propagates from the upper hybrid towards the cyclotron layer

with a group velocity opposite to its phase velocity. In general, collisional

damping prevents the wave from reaching the region uau , where collisionless

damping becomes predominant. From Eq. (12), we obtain

If the region where collisionless damping dominates is attained, in Eq. (12)
e is given by Eq. (2). The value of v is derived from the theory of the

high frequency conductivity tensor (Ref.6, Chapter III).

We conclude this section by briefly discussing the propagation for Nn=O.

In this case, wave damping near u is affected by the relativistic mass
2 — C

variation provided T /me »v /u . For the X-mode, using Ref.7, we obtain
6 6 C

MuLXc), for (u2/2u2)(i«l

, for (a>

2 2It appears that the value of t for (u /2u )fi«l coincides with that given

by Eq. (8). This is not surprising since Eq. (8) is independent of N1, and so

can be extended to the limit N,,->0.
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III. Quasilinear theory of electron beating and ionisation rate

The computation of the electron momentum distribution and the related

ionization rate during SCRH relies on the solution of the relevant kinetic
equation

8F/3t»(l/pJL)(8/8p1)p1D(,yaP/8pit+{8F/8t)1,+(8F/8t) , (14)

where D is the electron cyclotron quasilinear diffusion operator, ( 9F/3t ) „

describes the effect of a parallel electric field and/or parallel diffusion
operator as, for instance, lower-hybrid and ion cyclotron fast waves. The
term (3F/8t) describes the effect of elastic electron-neutral collisions,

P
inelastic collisions as ionization, recombination, and particle losses due
to curvature and VB drift and direct loss along the magnetic field lines.
Equation (14) with (3F/3t) for Coulomb collisions and particle losses has

been recently extensively investigated for purposes of plasma heating and
current drive and advanced numerical codes are now available and

8 9operational ' . These numerical codes can be easily adapted for investigating

plasma formation in tokamaks and plasma sources. We here discuss a first
simplified model by assuming (3F/3t) =-i> (F-F. )+j»F, where the elastic
neutral collision frequency v =(nr )vN , v =v. -v. is the avalanche collision

€ O Jl ci J. •%

rate , v. is the ionization rate, v. is the electron loss rate, and N isi Jt. n
the neutral density. The elastic collision frequency v is described by a

2 —8 e

cross section «r with an effective radius r =10 cm (Réf.6, p.24). We0 , 0
can write v =(v/v )i> , v =(T /m) , ande e O e e

—R ? R 1/? —1 —3
v s 1.4 (r /10 ) (N /10 ) T ' sec , N in cm and T in eV.o o n e n e

The electron temperature T is the thermal energy of the initial distri-
bution F. generally assumed to be a Maxwellian with an appropriate density

and temperature. Somewhat arbitrarily, we define the breakdown density n
from the inequality v .»v , where v . is the electron-ion collision

12 -3 -4frequency (Ref.6, p.46). For N =7x10 cm (p a:2xlO torr), T =8 eV, we
12-3obtain v .=Bv for N = 10 cm .

61 6 Q

We neglect electron-ion recombination. In general, v =v.-v -v., where
3 1 I* -C

v is the recombination rate.
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lt appears from the estimates of v. ana v in the DIII-D discharges that

v >>v . This suggests that the kinetic equation (14) can be solved within
6 Ci

a two time scale ordering procedure by letting P=n (Of(P1Jp11Jt), where the

time variation of n and f are related to the avalanche collision rate v
G 3,

and the elastic collison frequency v , respectively. In this framework , the
G

system of coupled equations becomes

3f XBt=UXp1) OXBp1)P1D^Sf XBPi+Of X3t),rt>e(p)(f-f in) (15)

3neX3t=n f f v dp. (16)

In Eqs.(15) and (16), we have neglected spatial diffusion due to collisional

and anomalous processes. For a given distribution of the electron cyclotron

waves, Eq. (15) can be solved using presently developed numerical codes. This

is for instance the wave configuration used in DIII-D/ where the X-mode is

launched from inside in the form of relatively narrow wave-packets. In

general, the situation is much more difficult as, for instance, for wave

launch of the 0-mode from the low magnetic field side. For the electron

temperature of interest, 0-mode absorption is negligible and a wide N,,-

spectrum of X-modes is established after mode conversion at the inside

tokamak wall. A first step is then the determination of the spatial dis-

tribution of the wave spectrum.

In order to illustrate the salient features of the problem considered here ,

we present a crude treatment of Eqs.(15) and (16). We first note that D

is independent of P1 and therefore the electron cyclotron operator

Of /9t)cy

has the following property

ne

where W is the power absorption per unit volume and

r-fDcy= J dp«Dcyf« '

Using Eqs.(4) and (13), for a given Nn-spectrum we obtain
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(n»/2ne)W=(m/2ne) J dN,1«&)(Nll)So(N,,)exp(- J oyM'),

where S is the magnitude of the Poynting vector away from the absorption

region.

We consider the special case of (8f/ot)r,=0, that is plasma ionization is

entirely sustained by ECRH. since the time variation of f is much faster

than the time evolution of n , the value of f to be used in Eq. (15) corresponds

to a quasi-steady-state reached after a few collisions. In the collisionless

phase ,

3f/8t *

Assuming a Maxwellian initial distribution, f(t=0)=flMf,,M, we obtain
f=f1(t)f,,(t) where

f1(t)=(2jonT1)"
1exp(-pJ/2mT1) , f ,,(t)=f ,,H,

and

,t
Tj.(t)/Te-l+Jat'(2Dcy/mTe)s:l+(2Dcy/mT6)t .

O

Assuming that a nearly steady-state is attained for t=x/i> , where the

numerical factor X=J., we obtain

For W/p n T «I, T1XT »l+x(W/f n T ). In the opposite limit, i.e.o e e e o e e

3/2J/

This qualitative analysis suggests that the steady-state momentum dis-

tribution is nearly an isotropic Maxwellian distribution at temperature

for W/foneTe«l. For W/j^n^»!, f is the solution of the
equation

3f/apj_-( ̂XmV)PJf (17)
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Letting f=fj.(pj.)f,,(P,,»Ti)» where in this approximated estimate f,,(ptl,Tj.)
is not specif iea, the solution of Eq. (17) is given by

f I=AK0 (f BP
3/2), (18)

2 -
where K is the MacDonald function, B =v /mv D , and

is a normalizing factor. Note that Kn has a logarithm divergence at Pr»0.
22kThis singularity, due to assuming p=(pj+P(1) =Pj. and fj>> fj_. at steady-

state, has no effect on the momenta of -fj_ as, for instance, normalization,

average energy, and ionization rate. From Eq. (18), we obtain

(Tj/Te)
3/2=(l/21/2 12)[r(l/3)/r(2/3)]3(W/t»oneTe). (19)

Comparing with the previous result, we find xsl/2. This means that a few

collisions are sufficient for attaining a nearly steady- state in contrast:

with the effect of Coulomb collisions, for which a steady-state is attained

after several collisions. Note however that Coulomb collisions decrease with

p as 1/p whereas now electron-neutral collisions increase with p.

For n =10U cm"3, T slO eV, N a7xl012 cm"3 (p =2x10 ~4torr), r = 1.2x10 ~8e _ e n r o _
cm, W=I watt/cm , we obtain Ti /T =5. Values of W of a few watt/cm can be

6

realized in a large tokamak. Assuming that a total power of 10 MW is absorbed

in a volume V=nr x2nS , thus, for R =600 cm, 10 MW/V=4 watt/cm for rs!5

cm.

It is worth noting that W«a and a =n for both the X-mode ana theu u e
upper-hybrid converted mode, thus, Tj/T is nearly independent of n .

We now briefly discuss the limitations of the solution of Eg. (17). Equation
2

(18) is valid for a velocity independent cross-section o=nc . However, in
_i °

general O=IT(V) and in particular a(v)<*v for which v =const. In this case,
6

the solution of Eq. (17) is

and

W/Ve'
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Values of y(v) versus v for various gases are presented by Deloroix in Ref.3.
For instance, for H?, o is nearly constant for electron energies in the range

_i *
.(1-5) eV and o«v for energies greater than 5 ev.

In the previous treatment of the kinetic equation (17), the effect of the
electron cyclotron waves is described by

v L^-V
Now D is related to the local ,power absorption W and therefore the relevant

parameter is the absorption coefficient a . This solution of Eq. (17) is valid

if f (pj.,pl,)=fj.(pj.)f,,(PH)̂  which is of course an assumption. In general, the

solution of Eq.(14) depends on D (p,,)- The derivation of D (p,,) using the

standard quasilinear formulation is presented in Réf. 10. It can also be

derived from the relation D =mWX2n , which is valid for arbitrary f(pj.,p,,),

thus

(ra/2ne)

= (mX2n ) JdN11S(N11)(UXc)1̂ V
 3 f̂

JReEx(HxE)I

and

Dcy(p«)= ~ 8^ I * I Imcy

Similar results arc obtained for the converted waves in the case of

collisionless damping. For the collision dominated damping ce «i> and is

independent of the electron velocity and

°cy= Dcy s (mSX2ne)(ycN̂ )t«pX2£T(uJ-wc)
23 > O, S=f UH11S(Kn).

Note, however, that v and T in Eqs.(l3) are the average values of v (p)
2 e

and p X2m over the actual velocity distribution f and must be computed

self consistently in the solution of Eq. (14).

For a narrow X-raode wave packet coming from the high magnetic field side
D (P11) is well determined even for the converted mode. However, for a wide
N-spectrum, generated, for instance, by wave conversion of the 0-mode at
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the inside wall, the spatial distribution of D (p,?) is not known. In this
case, an appropriate diagnostics is necessary to determine the spatial
distribution of D (p,,). For instance, second harmonic emission normal to

the magnetic field in the equatorial plane is suitable for a local diagnosis
of the diffusion coefficient D (p,,). By installing a highly reflecting
mirror (R s=l) in the viewing direction, the observed radiation temperature

at frequency Qs2u is a local quantity to be compared with the result of
C

the kinetic code for given values of D (x,N,,). For instance, in the casecy
where f=fj.(PjL)f,,(P,,)f T -=Tj_(x), which determines the local power absorp-
tion w(x). Wave-plasma coupling by the O-mode from the low magnetic field
side is the attractive arrangement in a reactor.

In Eq.(11) we have disregarded the effect of small scale turbulence. In

particular, the occurrence of strong temperature anisotropy can give rise,
cit
11

in principle, to a whistler instability . In fact, the resonant velocity

v of the maximum growth rate is too high to be of relevance. We have'

V
p <5 5 3 3/7

where A=T1/! »1, 0=(T /me )(«•£/«„)» and 0A «1. For a ' =10, « =10 u ,
6 6 p C C p

IV. Computation of the lonlzation rate

The ionization rate is defined as

dne/nedt= I fr-dp= {f»'iH(p-pi)dp, (20)

*
where H(p-p.) is the Heaviside step function, p.=(2mE.P and E, is the

ionization energy. Following Réf. 2, J>.=(p/m)s (p), v;;iere the ionization
X 6

efficiency s (p) is the number of ion pairs produced by an electron per cm
of path at l mm Hg and O0C. The ionization efficiency s as a function of

the electron energy E for various gases is presented in Fig. 3 3 of Ref.2.

Typically, s rises steeply for E>E. , reaches a maximum E =r(5-6) E., and
decreases at large values of E. For E<E _ ., s is fairly well represented

IHaX 6

by a linear function
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where a is a constant expressed in ion pairs/cm per ram Hg per volt, p is

the pressure and V. is the ionisation potential. Values of a for various

gases are given in Table 3.7 of Réf.2. For instance, for molecular hydrogen

H-, a=0.2l. We compute Eq.(20) for the two limits, namely, V/i> n T «1 and
& U C 6

WXf n T »1. In the first instance, the momentum distribution is a Maxwellian
U S 6

at temperature T=T (1+V/v n T ), and (Réf.2, p.260)
c U € 6

dne/nedtss7xl07a p^Vexpt-eV^XT), (21)

where T is in eV and the ionira.tion potential V. is in volt. In Eq.(21),
eV.»T. For WX»nn T »1, we use Eq.(18) and we obtain

J. U 6 6

to j(pXm)fse(p)

=(aprXem)(2n&) pi
iap (T1XmP .- 4/3:! -̂£ — àx. x (K '-

\

where

t̂l r(lX3)Xr(2X3)]3/2(PlXPT)
3/2= l.l(Pi/PT)

3/2, and pT=(2mTx

In the interesting case of E1XP1, X1M, K0(x)=:(*X2x)
1/2(l-iX8x)exp(-x), and

J Ox. x (x4/3-x1
/3)K0(x)=UX2)[rU7X6,x1)-r(3X2,xi)x1

/3

where
CO

r(a,x)=j t̂
x

is the incomplete gamma function, and

dne/neat

(22)
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3/4where Tj_ is in eV, V. is in volt, and x.sl.l(eV./Tj_) . For moleculari i i ,
hydrogen, V. =15.4 volt and for T1=S T. = 5 eV, X.&2.49 and dn /n dts4xiO

sec for p =2x10~ torr. For the same parameters but T =Tj=5 eV, Eq. (21)
r 3 -1yields dn /n dfcs4.7xlO sec . The corresponding collision frequency is v =

c e-ie -4 4
4x10 sec . For E=O.3 v/m, p =2x10 torr (E/p =0.15x10 V/m torr), using
Eq.(21) of Ref.i, we find that for ohmic startup v. is negligibly small (a

few sec~ ), in agreement with the experimental result for which ohmic
-4breakdown occurs for p <10 torr only.

It appears that ECHH assisted breakdown is expected to be significantly

more efficient than ohmic breakdown. This is in agreement with experiments.

Furthermore Eqs.(21) and (22) show that the ionization rate is sensitive
to the shape of the electron velocity distribution. Accurate computations

of v. can only be performed using a full Fokker-Planck code. We also need

to mention that the actual increase of n depends on the electron lessee.
6

According to Ref.l, the dominant loss seems to be the direct loss along

magnetic field lines determined by the tokamak connection length, crude

estimates of v~ yield values in the msec range.

v. Conclusion

The maximum value of the electric field in the next generation tokamaks

must be consistent with the disruption-proof vacuum vessel and a relatively

simple superconducting transformer design and this might affect the plasma
ionization rate. The problem of an efficient method of non-inductive plasma

ionization to assist the ohmic startup is therefore of consiâ râble interest

in large tokamaks. ECRH assisted startup is a reliable method for plasma
startup at reduced electric fields but alternative schemes have been proposed

using lower-hybrid waves and ion cyclotron fast waves. These rf methods have

relative advantages. ECRH has an established date-base over a wide range

of pressure and magnetic field configurations, but lower-hybrid and/or ion

cyclotron fast waves have the advantage to be more appropriate for current

ramp-up. The search for the optimum system for preionization, breakdown,

and current ramp-up is a problem of great relevance for the tokamak reactor

operation.

In this paper, we have formulated the Fokker-Planck theory of rf plasma

ionization with a special emphasis on ECRH. We have identified two different
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time scales to simplify the basic transport equations. In our treatment,

the electron momentum distribution is determined by the fast processes of

electron heating due to rf and dc fields and elastic electron-neutral col-

lisions. The ionization rate proceeds at slower rate and is computed from

the modified distribution. The advantage of this procedure is that the

electron momentum distribution is the solution of the familiar Fokker-Planck

guasilinear equation for which presently developed codes are available. It

is then possible to investigate the effect of rf absorption on the plasma

ionization and to compare the different schemes of assisted startup obtained

from the combination of electron cyclotron, lower-hybrid and ion cyclotron

modes.

We have illustrated the theory using a simplified solution of the

quasilinear equation for given values of the electron cyclotron power

absorption. The results obtained show the beneficial effect of ECRH on the

ionization rate in agreement with the experimental results. Several important

features of electron cyclotron wave absorption have also been identified,

we have shown that wave absorption increases with the electron density up
to breakdown. Furthermore, since for finite Nn wave damping is independent

of the perpendicular velocity distribution and that for nonzero electric

field f,,(v,,) at VB=C(U-U )/N,, increases with time, we conclude that wave
absorption increases rapidly during the plasma formation ana the actual

damping is greater than the value given in Pigs. 1 and 2. The accurate com-

putation of f, Nj_., and the ionization rate during the combined effect of

ECRH and the dc electric field can only be performed by the appropriate

numerical code.

The theory discussed in this paper neglects the relativistic correction.

For N11-K), this correction needs to be taken into account. The relativistic

counterpart is straightforward using the appropriate relativistic dielectric

tensor and diffusion coefficient.
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Figure Captions

Fig.l T(X) vs X=C0X for 1=6 m, f=f =100 GHz, Tg=5 eV, Iy= ,and (a) N11=O.!,

ne=l.lxl010 cm"3 (p=0.1), n =1.1x10 11Cm "3 (p=l), n =1.1x10 12cm ~3(p=10),

and (U) Nn=O.4, n =4.4x10
10 cm"3 (p=0.1), n =4.4x10 11cm"3(p=l), n =4.4x10 12

-3 e

cm (p=10).

Fig.2 The optical depth T(=>) vs p for Nn=O.! and N„=0.4 and the parameters

of Fig.l.
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